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''Tell the truth and don't be afraid"

E-mail death
·threat still under
investigation
Secret Service agents working
with university officials on case
By AMY THON
Student government editor

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

That's a winner!
AboH: Becky Campagne (right), a freshman
<.oology major. wins a bingo game. Her pri:.es
include cookies, a c011dy bar and a CD. Bingo took
place Wednesday in 1he Carman Hall Dining Room.
About 200 studems participate in the event, which
was a part of Pqnther Preview.

Right: Eastern President David Jorns announces the
number, "0-69," fora bingo game during the event,
"Big Time Bingo" as part of Spring Panther
Preview Week Wednesday night in Carman Hall.
Joms was one of celebrity callers, along with Lou
Hencken, vice president for student affairs and
Richard McDuffie, athletic director.

The investigation to identify
the author of a death threat
made to President Clinton via emai I from a Taylor Hall
computer Jab is sti11 in progress,
said Jack Fox, a Secret Service
agent in Springfield.
The death threat took place
before Thanksgiving break
between I 1:50 a.m. and 12:30
p.m. on Nov. 17.
"We have an ongoing
investigation with regards to
that e-mail message," Fox said.
The investigation began Dec.
l, with Secret Service agents
questioning students who were
in the computer lab at the time
the message was sent.
Students were s hown a
seati ng chart and asked if they
saw anyone suspicious. They
were also shown pictures and
asked if they recognized any of
the students in the photographs.
Tom Larson. chief of campus
police, said the investigation is

'

'

We continue to
monitor and continue
to work with (the) university
but cannot discuss the
particulars."
- Jack Fox,
Secret Service agent
being run solely by the
Springfield Secret Service
agency. Larson said the campus
police was not curren tly
involved.
However,
when
the
inves tigatio n began, campus
police officers were involved
and helped question students.
Fox said he could not
comment
on
how
the
investigation was progressing
and whether or not the Secret
Service bad any suspects.
"We continue to monitor and
continue to work with (the)
university but cannot discuss the
particulars," Fox said.

Mayor to honor Air Force band Kirkpatrick murder
with proclamation for concert investigation on hold
By KRISTA LEWIN
Staff writer
The Chamber Winds Ensemble
of lhe United States Air Force
Band of Mid-America will be
honored with a proclamation by
!he Charleston mayor's office when
they perform Monday at Eastern.
The concert will be held at 7:30
p.m. Monday at the Dvorak
Concert Hall in the Quincy V.
Doudna Fine Arts Center.
''The entire concert should be
impressive. These people are
professional
and
quality
musicians," said Joseph Manfredo,
director of band.
A proclamation wiJJ be
presented by the mayor's office to
claim this as a special event for the
city of Charleston, Manfredo said.
'Tm an ex-military man and
I've had the opportunity to hear
them tens of times before," said

By JAIME HODGE

They are an
outstanding ensemble.
I think the proclamation is an
'
appropriate
honor:'
'
- Charleston Mayor Dan
Cougill
Charleston Mayor Dan Cougill.
"They are ·an outstanding
ensemble. I think the proclamation
is an appropriate honor."
Anne Seaton, a soprano
vocalist , also is scheduled to
perform with the ensemble. She
will be featured in peifonnances by
Handel and Lee Hoiby.
"I think it is unique that a
soprano soloist will perform with a
brass quartet:• Manfredo said. "It
is unusual to have a singer perlorm
in the midst of a wind section."
A special arrangement of Porgy
and Bess also will be perfo1llled at

the concert, Manfredo said. Porgy
City editor
and Bess was originally written as
Investigation for the murder
an opera. The band took different
of the stepson of Coles County
selections from the opera and will
Circuit Clerk Vicki Kirkpatrick is
perform a medley of the music,
at a standstill pending lhe return
Manfredo added.
of lab results.
The Chamber Winds, which
Sheriff Steve Chansler said
includes 18 members, is comprised
specific details on what items
of a variety of brass and woodwind
were submitted to the lab could
ensembles.
not be released, but the
Manfredo said the band played
information gained from the lab
in Charleston five years ago.
results should be available to the
police department by early
Presently, the band is doing a
February.
Midwest tour and had an open
Lawrence County Sheriff's
date, he said.
Department
discovered the body
'The conductor, David Boone,
of
Joel
Kirkpatrick,
l 0, on Oct.
called me and asked if they could
30. He was apparently stabbed
perform at Eastern," Manfredo
· with an edged weapon, a poHce
said. "Boone said he really liked
report stated.
the acoustics in our concert hall."
The sheriff's department has
There is no admission charge,
received information from the
but tickets are required for
public concerning the event, but
admission. Tickets can be picked
the information has " dwindled
down quite a bit." Chansler said.
up at the music departments main
Cbansler said be was prepared
office.

' ' Everybody's still a
suspect. We're looking
at all persons, all leads that
come in."
• Sheriff Steve Chansler

-

to meet with someone today
concerning "possib le information" about th e case, but
declined comment when asked
who.
"Everybody's still a suspect.
We're looking at all persons, all
leads that come i n," Cbansler
said.
Chansler said the s heriff's
department had been utilizing all
resources " that are available to us
out there at this time," including
the news media.
The public is encouraged to
call the sheriff's department with
any information concerning the
murder of Joel Kirkpatrick by
calling 618-943-5766.

'
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hat about ...
What about ... is a bi-weekly column to
highlight smaller events occurring on campus
• Applications are out for homecoming chair positions. The positions open are activities. coronation. election. kickoff. parade.
promotions, publicity, graphic
design, spirit, secretary and community relations.
Anyone can pick up an application in the Student Activities
Center room 201 of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union.
Applications are due Thursday.
Jan. 22. More information can be
obtained from Melissa Gurten.
homecoming coordinator, and
Tracy Berntson. coordinator elect
at581-5117.
• In continuation of the
Christian Campus House's Spring
kick off week is are their Board
Game Night and Crazy Bowling

Night.
Board Game Night is free and
will begm at the Crunus House on
the corner of Forrest and
Roosevelt at 7 p.m. tomght.
Crazy Bowling Night will also
begin at 7 p.m. at the Campus
House. From there students will
go to the University Union
Bowling Alley together.
fhe only cost for Crazy
Bowling Night is the cost per
game at the student bowling alley.
All students are invited to both
of these events.
What about ... will run on Tuesday
and Thursday of,each week. To
submit an event for publication in
the column. e-mail the information
by noon on Monday or Wednesday
to cudmp2@pen.eiu.edu.

Some Americans
too smart for sex
CHICAGO (AP) - So maybe
ignorance really IS bliss.
Americans with college
degrees get less sex than those
who finished only high school,
and those who went co graduate
school get even less. according to
a study in February's American
Demographics magazine.
The study is based on I0.000
interviews will Americans conducted over the pasl decade b)'
the National Opinion Research
Center at the Umversity of
Chicago.
High school graduates average 58 sexual contacts a year,
while those with some college
average 62. Those with four-year
college
degrees average 56. and those
who have been to post-graduate
school average a paltry 50.
"Americans who have attended graduate school may have the
money and the smarts, but they
report being the least sexually
active educational group," said
the study's authors, John
Robinson of the University of
Maryland and Geoffrey Godbey
of Penn State. However, book
smarts may not be what's at
work here. according to one
researcher.

Tom Smith, director of the
National Opinion Research
Center's General Social Survey.
said people with two-year college degrees tend to be younger
adults and would therefore naturally be more sexually active.
The study also found that people who work at least 60 hours a
week also report having more
sex than those with more le1~ure
time an average of 65 contacts

a year.
..People who report having the
least free time are married, have
children at home and work long
hours," the authors said. "Each
of these groups also reports having more sex."
Other findings:
• The rich do not have a lot
more sex than others. Those in
the top one-tenth of the income
distribution report merely aboveaverage sexual frequency.
• Some Americans are definitely sexier than others. AboUl 15
percent of adults engage in half
of all sexual activity, and 42 percent of adults engage in 85 percent of all sex.
• Jazz fans, gun owners and
those who lack confidence in the
president are among the most
sexually active Americans.

Microsoft tries to avoid
$1 million-a-day fine
WASHINGTON CAP)
Microsoft Corp. sought to
defend itself Wednesda) against
prosecution testimony that the
company's Windows 95 program
allows a simple removal of
Internet Explorer from a personal computer.
At issue is the premise of the
Justice Department's effort to
find Microsoft - one of
America's modem corporate success stories
- in contempt of court. Such a
finding could mean a $ l milliona-day line.
The government wants
Microsoft to provide a simple
way to separate its Internet
Explorer program from Windows
95. but the company has refused,
saying the court's request dam-

ages the Windows program.
On the second day of the hearing, Microsoft vice president
David Cole ga' e U.S. District
Judge Thomas Penfield Jackson
a detailed computer demonstration to show how Internet
Explorer soflware is intertwined
with Windows 95.
Using a laptop computer
hooked up Lo large video monitors in federal court, Cole testified that 1nternet Explorer can't
be removed without degrading
the operating system.
A day earlier. analyst Glenn
Weadock. testifying for the govern men l.
used
the
"Add/Remove·· program within
Windows 95 to remove the
Explorer program. which allows
users to view the Imemet.

But Cole showed the court
Wednesday that such a procedure
only removes 26 files that provide access to Internet Explorer
and that the basic program files
remained within Windows 95.
"This is t he full Internet
Explorer browser functionalit).
which is still here even though
'~e used the ·remo\e' command." Cole said.
The government argues
Microsoft should be found in
contempt because it responded to
Jackson's Dec. 11 court order by
providing "commercially worthless" versions of Windows 95 to
computer makers. Jackson
ordered the company not to force
com puter makers to install
Internet Explorer as a condition
of licensing Windows 95.

Guard asks for $60 million in damages
NEW YORK (AP) - The story ened for \\hat he did last
of Christoph Meili could have January at Union Bank of
come.straight out of Hollywood: Switzerland.
A security guard working at a
The 29-year-old fled with his
Swiss bank discovers Holocaust- ·wife and two young children to
era records are about to be the United States last April.
shredded. He rescues some of hoping to start a new life.
the documents and turns them
Now. Meili wants the bank to
over to Jewish officials.
pay dearly. On Wednesday. he
But for the Switzerland sued its Manhattan office for
native, there's no Hollywood $60 million in compensator)
ending. Meili was fired by the damages and $2.5 billion in
private security firm he worked punitive damages.
for and said his life was threat.. The) have turned me out

from my count!) ... Meili. softspoken and stoic. said at a news
conference outside the bank's
office.
"They have cumed my country against me."
Meili said the persecution
he's suffered has scared Swiss
citizens from speaking out if
they have information that banks
have destroyed other documents
that could help Holocaust 'icti ms get back money they
deposited in Swiss banks.

Labor secretary a~cused of corrupti·on
WASHINGTON (APl -1l1e Justice Department is
investigating Labor Secretal) Alexis Herman over
allegations of corruption in office, lav. enforcement
officials said Wednesda> night.
The probe is being conducted by the department's
public integrity section and FBI agents assigned to
the department's campaign finance task force. the
officials said. requesting anonymity. But no connection to campaign financing could be learned immediately.
ABC News, \\ hich fir:.t reported the stOI). said the
allegations concerned the sale of Herman's influence
while she was a White House aide during 1994-96.
including helping someone obtain a Federal
Communications Commission license for a satellite
telepbone system.
Herman could not be reached immediately for
comment. Herman's attorney told ABC the allegations are untrue and said the secretary would cooperate fully with the Justice Department investigators.
At the White House, press secretary Mike
McCurry said, 'The president continues to have full
faith and confidence in Secretal) of Labor Alexis
Herman. We are confident the Justice Department

will conduct its review of the facts and make its decision based on the law."
Law enforcement officials said the Herman case
was in a 90-day preliminary inquiry under the independent counsel act and the inquiry was due to end
next month.
Al that time, the Justice inquiry would either be
extended for 60 days, dropped for lack of evidence
or, if further investigation was needed. Attorney
General Janet Reno would ask a special court to
select an independent counsel to do a full investigation.
ABC said the allegations were brought to the government last October by Laurene Yene, a 42-year-old
businessman from Africa. Yene told investigators and
ABC that he and Herman and one of Herman's close
friends began a secret arrangement to use her White
House influence.
Herman, then an assistant to President Clinton and
head of the White House's public liaison office, was
to get 10 percent of the consulting fees, ABC said.
Yene said he gave Herman one payment in cash in
an envelope he took to her home. He told ABC he
did not know the arrangement was illegal.
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Senate to host fair to help
students find living quarters
Forms will be available to voice complaints against landlords
By AMY THON

the end of lac;t semester to organize the fair, which was originally
scheduled for fall 1997.
Amato said a complaint table
will also be on hand for students
who have unrepaired damages in
their apartment. The purpose of
the complaint table at the fair is to
have "one central location to
voice complaints," Amato said.
Tenants having gripes with
their landlords will be encouraged
to fill out a fonn listing the problems. Then the fonn will be submitted to the city inspector who
will contact the individuals,
Amato said.
Brinkmeyer. who is also the
Eastern representative to the
Charleston City Council, h~ been
working with Mayor Cougill to
devise a fonn for students to fill
out.
This is "a way of insuring
housing complaints are reported

Student government editor
Students who have yet to
decide on a place to live next
school year may find their
answers at a housing fair scheduled to begm at 10 a.m. Jan. 22 in
the walkway of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
There will be eight to 12 landlords and building owners available for students to talk to until 3
p.m . said Jason Amato, student
vice president for student affairs.
Students will also be able to pick
up literature on the available
housing.
'"I think it's good to familiarize
students with the apartments and
houses available in Charleston,"
Amato said.
He has been working with senate members Mike Hansen, Justin
Brinkmeyer and Bill Gruen since

to the building inspector,"
Brinkmeyer said.
He also said a building inspector may be available at the fair.
Cougill has been trying to
make students aware of the bcnefi ts of contacting the building
inspector when they have a complaint.
"Housing fair is the perfect
time to start informing people,"
Brinkmeyer said. '"Many people
don't even know it exists."
In other senate news, Sarah
Bordenkircher, student vice pre.side n t for academic affairs, was
named representative to the
Council for Academic Affairs.
The senate is also accepting
applications for an at-large seat
which became available when
former senate member Shannon
Godart resigned due to time conflicts. The applications are due
Jan. 21.

KATHERINE THOMAS/Staff photographer
SerUJte member Melissa Riley, committee chair for academic affairs, discusse.f plans to look into grading policies on campus during the student
se1wte meeting Wednesday night in the I 895 room in the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.

3-on-3 tournament makes annual stop at Eastern
LAUREN KRAFT

Over 550 schools nationwide
\\o1ll participate in this tournament
that ends with the one of the 16
regional
compet1t1ons
at
University of Illinois at Chicago.
Universities in Wisconsin.
Michigan, Indiana and Illinois
\\oill bring 60 to 70 teams to this
competition in February.
Winners of the regional competitions will head to Chicago for
the champion hip game.
Eastern only had three or four

Activities editor
Eastem's Student Recreation
Center will be host to the National
Basketball Association's collegial
basketball tournament winners.
Schick Super Hoops, the
Official Collegiate 3-on-3
Basketball Tournament of the
NBA. is bringing its 3-on-3 com1· Kllli{O Enstern ~ain for the
) 4'tfi year m a row.

teams signed up as of Wednesday,
but Kevin Linker, director of student recreational sports, expects
more teams to sign up at the last
minute, as has been the pattern in
the past.
All students except those
involved in the universit) 's basketball teams are invited to sign
up for the competition. This year
Linker hopes more female teams
will sign up.
The championship game for

Eastern will take place during the
half time of a men's basketball
game Jan. 29.
Winners will be awarded prizes
including L-shirts and their names
will be posted on the Schick
Super Hoops section on the company
web
site
at
www.schick.com.
There is no entry fee for this
tournament and all students are
invited to watch and cheer their
favorite team on to victory.

"Everything we do in intermural (sports) is for fun," said Linker.
"It is for exercise, fun, (getting)
away from the monotony of classes and interacting with others."
This year Tim Duncan of the
San Antonio Spurs 1s the Schick
Super Hoops pokesman. a position previously held by Ray Allen
Jerry Stackhouse and Grant Hill.
Lntnes for this tournament will
be accepted at the Rec. Center
until Friday.

Correction -

Hardee's buyout may effect
student's late-night cravings
By JAIME HODGE
City editor
Students looking to grab a bite
to eat at 2 a.m. will have to search
for other alternatives than the Boss
Burger and the Mushroom and
Swiss Burger.
Hardee's, located at 315
Lincoln Ave.. was bought out by
the franchise Carl Jr.'s six months
ago. said Ian Hendrickson, restaurant manager.
The change in franchises will
be continental as finances are set
up and all Hardee's restaurants are

slowly being turned into a Carl
Jr.'s, Hendrickson said.
Business had been just fine
Hendrickson said, but this will
bring in more customers.
"They JUSt switched one up in
Peoria. and lunch and dinner were
up 70 percent in sales."
Hendrickson said.
The breakfast menu will be the
same, but the lunch and dinner
menus will feature new items A
flame-broiled burger, similar to
what Burger King carries, and
other items such as onion rings
and french fries will be featured,

1412 4th St.
Charleston

Free Refill on Popcorn & Soft. Drinks

r

HODGKINS DISEASE
LEARN MORE ABOUT IT

Drink Specials

Karaoke
Night
8-lOpm

An
article
in
Wednesday's edition of
The Daily Eastem News
incorrectly reported a
recommendation the
Hendrickson
Faculty Senate's comsaid. A whole
mittee on committees
new style of
will use to evaluate sensandwiches will
ate-elected committees
also be on the
on campus.
m e n u ,
The
resolution
He n d r i c ks o n The Hardee 's on the corner of Lincoln Avenue and
should have stated the
said.
Founh Street is being bought out by Carl Jr.'s.
committee will revise or
The staff will
form a new affirmative
stay the same, Hendrickson said, from March 8 to March 18 for
action advisory board
but the restaurant will have to hire remodeling. "We're probably
that will not be chaired
more employees to cover for the going to have a drink bar out in
by the administrator by
the
dining
room
and
a
flameincreased sales they anticipate.
who
advice can be
Jn order to switch over from broiled grill," Hendrickson said.
given.
being a Hardee's restaurant to a "Probably the coloring, may be
The News regrets the
Carl Jr.'s, Hardee's will be closed the seating."
error.
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Reason behind firing
needs to be known
by campus, faculty

T

he president has the preogative to reassign
staff to other parts of the university. However,
he needs to give ample reason why. In the case of
Jim Hanna, reason for his "reassignment" was
readily apparent.
Hanna, the former chief advancement officer of
development for the university, was recently
"reassigned" from his duties, which predominantly consisted of fundraising for the Foundation.
Fundraising was
something that Hanna
apparently did well. He
raised the universit; 's
donor list from 34 to more than 500 in little more
than a year. With these accomplishment, among
many others, the reassignment of Hanna becomes
increasingly su·ange. The change in his vocation is
seen as more lhan a transfer of duties. !I) the Jan.
I 0 issue of the Times-Courier Hanna said he was
fired from the university.
Hanna's job 1s important in the university's fund
raismg, especially with the lack of education funding fro_m the state. The only answer provided by
the university is that members of the Foundation
and the administration will now advise the president on fund-raising matters.
This is a large change for the university to
undertake considering that Joms will retire in
1998. The search for Joms' replacement will halt
the fund-raising process, because it appears the
process will be headed up by the president.
Changing and redefining job descriptions will
only lead to more confusion during a transition
period, compounded with the hitirtg of a new
provost and vice president for academic affairs.
Large changes in university policy, like fund-raising, should be put on hold until Eastern's chief
administrators are more stable.
However, the president could alleviate the
problem by showing a little candor, and the
Faculty Senate is presenting him with a chance.
The senate is requesting that the president or a
administrative representative will provide some
kind of answer to Hanna's dismissal. The administration needs t o be forthcoming with the information, and not hide behind cryptic statements from
Shelly Flock's office. The mystery surrounding
the "reassignment" should be brought futo the
light. Is this change.advantageous to the university? If so, tell the public about it, instead of hiding
behind mission statements and objectives.

Ed I•tOfJ• al

' ' today's quote
Hast in every business brings

failures.
-Herodotus

Some thin s may be bette left unknown
If you haven't explored the
lot of things tend to happen
building
yet, take some friends
around here whenever stuon
a
field
trip and do it-it's
dents leave campus for a little
"Unless we're
worthwhile.
while.
lucky, we'll
However, physical changes,
After the bars close (they
while
most visible, aren't the
never
learn
of
can't do enough business once
only things that happened durstudents leave for break-go
everything that ing those three weeks. I think
figure) and the balls shut down,
took place over our administrators, particularly
building service workers and JACKIE McGRATH
our president, must have been
people with twelve-month con- Regular columnist
break."
ver y busy, fir ing Jim H anna
tracts seem to beco.me very,
from his position as chief
very productive.
advancement officer of the
Take, for instance, the visible
differences in various buildings which occurred over the Foundation (EIU's main fund-raising entity) and reassigning him to the School of Adult and Continuing
recent break.
• The Triad was gifted with new mattresses: Education.
Call me paranoid, but I have a strange feeling there's
Informally polled residents of the halls seem satisfied,
more
to the story than the fact that it's a "personnel matand agree their nights are more restful now.
• The Fine Arts Building was the recipient of new ter." I guess time will tell.
Also, I hope the Secondary Education Department
carpeting. It's an attractive industrial blend, and students who frequent the building (music students, some- has been working diligently on its promised pamphlet to
t imes, from dawn until dusk) are thrilled with the help advise teacher certification students.
Furthermore, I'm sure our student senators took
change from the former orange, ?Os-era floor covering.
• Carman Hall received a face-lift, most notable in its advantage of the time off to write some legislation
newly-painted hallways in its north tower and the revar- regarding executive tuition waivers and to research just
nished wood paneling in the lobby. Hopefully, its first- exactly what has been done so far regarding the campus
year students will keep their surroundings in mint con- improvements students approved last spring. (1 could
have sworn we were supposed to have campus phones in
dition.
But the most stunning and gratifying physical change Coleman by now!)
My point is, unless we're lucky, we'll never learn of
has been to Buzzard Building. Granted, the revamping
of it didn't take place over Winter Break, but its reoccu- everything that cook place over break. I firmly believe
those left on campus during our vacations take advanpation did.
Never again will I complain about the paucity of tage of students' absence; sometimes it's to our benefit,
indoor aesthetics in the academic buildings of this and sometimes it's not.
But if one thing's certain, it's this: No matter bow
school. Never again will I raise my voice in protest of
long we're gone, and no matter what changes ir goes
student's lack of access to computer technology.
The building is beautiful. It is decorated in muted through irself, The Daily Eastern News will always do
greens and beiges. and the atrium is stunning, with gor- its sincere and enthusiastic best to find out what hapgeous windows and a clay-tiled floor. Everything is pens when we're not here. Some things never change,
clean, sleek, and modern, and the classrooms are bereft and for that, I'm rather glad.
of distraction and an ideal environment for learning.
Best of all. there are hundreds of new computers. - Jackie McGrath is senior English major and semimonthly columnist for The Dail) Eastern News. Hereincluding two Mac labs on the second floor.
mail address is cujm20@pen.eiu.edu

A

Hall Christmas party
should show papers
true holiday meaning·
To the editor: •
I would like to thank The Daily
Eastern News for NOT taking the
time to do a very heart-warming
human interest story. In December,
with Christmas almost upon us and
everyone feeJing the time crunch
with finals so near. it was very
gratifying to see the Thomas Hall
men give their time to host a special holiday party for approximately 50 area children. Santa Clause
made a visit, games were played.
stockings were given, and food was
enjoyed by one and all.
I know that both The Daily
Eastern News and Times Courier
were contacted to see if they would
like lo send a photographer, and

Any interested
.lhey .botb replied ye. . owever no
reporter or photographer appeared.
But don't despair, because we have
a number of photos with many
smiling. happy children's faces.
But for those men that helped in
any way to make that party a success, they don' l need photos
because they have those wonderful
pictures locked in their memories
forever. I know, because I saw their
smiling faces the day after.
In closing. I would like those
children and parents to know that
they gave those Thomas Hall men a
Christmas gift also - the true
meaning of Christmas.

Betty Easter
Thomas Hall secretary

cdillrial canaanistplease contact Katie @

581-2812

•••• ••• ••••• • ••••••••• • ••••

Letter policy

---·--

----~~~

The Daily Eastern News accepts
lettei:s to the editor addressing local,
state. national and intemationaJ issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author's name. telephone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
departmenl. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints. we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
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AHA to consider
executive position
The
Residence
Hall
Association will discuss the addition of a new executive position
tonight.

The meeting will be held at 5
p.m. in the lobby of Lawson Hall.
RHA Vice President Haley
Pope said the position will deal
mainly with major RHA fundraising projects.
Along with the position
announcement. a date will be set
to accept nominations for the
position.

RHA also will discuss upcoming events. which includes the
Illinois
Residence
Hall
Association conference. The conference will be held in February at
the University of Illinois in
Chicago. RHAs around Illinois
will be attending the conference
to discuss events they have participated in and ideas members have
for upcoming events.
In other RHA busmess, members will solicit suggestions for
the spring retreat.

Brutality victim may not
have gotten 'time' right
NEW YORK (AP) - The black slick - perhaps the handle of a toiHaitian immigrant who says white let plunger - after his arrest outpolice sodomized him with a stick side a nightclub. Louima suffered
reportedly has retracted his claim a ruptured bladder and colon and
that his attackers toJd him: ''It'~ was hospitalized fo~ two months.
Giuliani time."
• 1 'The inv.estigation is continuing
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani sue- and has never been interrupted,"
ceeded David Dinkins. New U.S. Attorney Zachary Carter said
in a statement Wednesday.
York's first black mayor.
Abner Louima now says he
One of Louima's lawyers.
doesn't remember the officers Sanford Rubenstein. said: "Abner
making the remark, the Village Louima remains a victim of torVoice reported Wednesday, quot- ture by New York City police offiing unidentified investigative cers."
sources.
The first mention of "Giuliani
That disavowal has led a federal time" came on Aug. 13, when
grand jury to put on hold its inves- Louima lawyer Brian Figeroux
ligation of the Aug. 9 incident. the quoted his cl ient as saying his
weekly newspaper said.
attackers told him:
"We're going to teach you oigThe Voice reported that federal
prosecutors don't doubt Louima's gers to respect police officers.
central allegation: that police beat Dinkins is no longer in power. It's
him and $Odomized him with a Giuliani time."

Christmas comments
may cost president's job
GAINESVILLE. Fla. (AP) The president of the University of
Florida was holding a Christmas
party for his staff when he began
discussing the candidates in the
running to become his boss.
In the course of the discussion.
John Lomba rdi called Adam
Herbert, who later got the job as
head of the state's public university system, an "Oreo ... black on the
outside and white on the inside."
The racial tone was uncharacteristic of Lombardi, colleagues
say, but it could cost him his job as
leader of the state~s flagship university.
"Should it cost him his job?
No," said House Majority Leader

Jim King. a Republican from
Jacksonville. "Will it cost him his
job? Probably."
Though his brash style has gotten him into trouble in the past,
black leaders and education officials haven't denounced him for
the remark, citing his past efforts
at improving race relations.
Lom bardi, president of the
school since 1990, apologized to
Herbert in a letter earlier this week
and said Tuesday it was a poor
choice of words.
" One of the things Adam
Herbert has done extraordinarily
well over the years is deal with
race and ethnicity in a very complex."

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor

Getting focused

Catrina Eddington, a senior business education major; learns how to use an instructional technology,
while Scott Sanborn, a junior elementary education major helps Eddington Wednesday afternoon in
Robert G. Buu.ard Hall. This is an alternative secondary education program.

Prosecutors attack Edgar's statement
SPRINGFIELD (AP) - During rare videotaped
testimony played in court Wednesday, prosecutors
attacked Gov. Jim Edgar's position that his office
started an investigation into a state contract scandal.
Prosecutor Patrick Chesley suggested Illinois
State Police had already received an anonymous
Jetter describing potential corruption over a state
contract with Management Services of Illinois Inc.
before a top Edgar aide sent the police a copy.
Edgar is not accused of any wrongdoing. He testified during the trial of James Berger, a Public Aid
deputy director on unpaid leave.
Berger allegedly played an instrumental role in
a lucrative December 1993 contract renegotiation
with Public Aid that netted MSI, a computer consulting firm, more than $7 million in improper payments.
Berger also took the stand Wednesday and
denied he handled the key elements of the final
deal. In July, Edgar became the first incumbent
Ill inois governor in 75 years to testify during a
criminal trial when he appeared at a different MSI
trial.
He testified as a defense witness both times. The
videotape of Edgar on the witness was recorded
two weeks ago, before he left on a trade mission to
Asia.
Since the MSI scandal broke, Edgar has repeatedly emphasized that his press secretary started the
investigation by turning the anonymous tip over to
state police, who opened an investigation in May
1995. But Chesley asked Edgar on the videotape jf
he knew the state police already had received a
copy of the letter.
"I don't know that," Edgar said.
IIJinois State Police Director Terrance Gainer

told The Associated Press in an interview last year
that police did not know about the letter before the
governor's office turned it over.
Late Wednesday, Edgar spokesman Thomas
Hardy said he was unaware police knew about the
anonymous letter before receiving it from the governor's office. Hardy questioned whether Chesley's
comments would even qualify as hearsay evidence.
Chesley also asked Edgar if he knew the governor's staff was "not shy at all" about asking the
state police about the case.
Without being specific. Edgar said the administration has tried lo determine if there had been
criminal activity.
Berger's attorney, Ronald Stone, later asked
Edgar if he was aware that state police "basically
chastized your chief counsel for asking about the
statu~ of the investigation?" Edgar replie~ "I know
there'd been some tension in that regard."
Hardy said J. William Roberts would have been
Edgar's chief counsel at that time. Telephone messages left for Roberts, who is now in private practice, were not returned.
Chesley also tried to poke holes in Edgar's testimony that his first knowledge of MSI's work with
the state was a result of a May 1994 dinner he had
with company officials. Chesley noted Edgar testified in the first MSI trial that he recalled an earlier
meeting as well.
Edgar said the earlier meeting might have happened but that no one else recalled i t and he
couldn't find it in bis records. "I think I had the
dinner confused," be said.
From 1990 through 1995, MSI and its cofounders contributed more than $270,000 in campaign donations and services to Edgar.

omeone
•
misses you.
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Conservative Medicare group
may be liberal with the truth

SCOTI BEAUDRY/Staff photographer

Bundle up
Presidem Joms donates a sweater to Audrey Bachelder; publicity and promotions specialist for WEIUflV. for the Mr. Rogers sweater drive outside
his office Wednesday afternoon. The drive is to commemorate 30 years of
Mr. Rogers being on the air. Sweaters can be dropped offrom Janual)·
19th to February 6tlz. at WEIUflV.

List of suspects grows
in wife's contract killing
Suspect implicates
gunman in St. Louis
shot gun shooting
EAST ST. LOUIS (AP) - A
suspect in the .contract killing of
a woman at St. Louis
Downtown-Parks Airport told
police a co-worker pulled the
trigger, an Illinois State Police
investigator testified. A masked
gunman shot Debra Abeln, 44,
twice in the chest wirh a sawedoff shotgun Dec. 27 outside the
Sauget aviation maintenance
business she owned with her
husband. Richard.
Richard Abeln. 43, first
reported the killing as a random
robbery but later admitted that
he asked a friend. Guy
Westmoreland, Lo arrange his
wife's death, pro:.ecutors have
said.
Abeln is now cooperating

with the investigation, Special
Agent John David Wasmuth testified in federal court Tuesday.
Abeln
told
police
Westmoreland, 35, hired an
employee at a gas station he
owned to do the shooting,
Wasmuth said.
That employee, a 21-year-old
St. Louis man, is in federal custody on unrelated drug and
weapons charges. He admits
being at the scene but says a coworker killed Mrs. Abeln,
Wasmuth said. Police bad interviewed the co-worker but can
no longer locate him, Wasmuth
said. Neither gas station worker
has been charged.
Also Tuesday. Abeln and
Westmoreland were ordered
held without bail on federal
murder-for-hire
charges.
Prosecutors have said they will
consider -asking for the death
penalty for both men.

WASHINGTON (AP) - A
conservative advocacy group is
generating a flood of worried
mail and phone calls to Capitol
Hill by telling elderly people a
new law bars them from using
their own money for annual
physicals and other services not
covered by Medicare. Critics say
the warning is misleading.
"They're blatantly lying,"said
Rep. Pete Stark. D-Calif.. who
has asked the Postal Service to
look into whether a direct mail
fund-raising campaign by the
United Seniors Association
could amount to fraud.
"We have a difference of
opinion," said United Seniors
President Sandra Butler. 'There
may be confusion ... but what's
in those letters I stand behind."
The nonprofit group. which has

mental private insurance for services not covered by Medicare such as yearly physicals. most
dentaJ care and routine foot care,
according to Medicare administrator Nancy-Ann DeParle.
The American Association of
Retired Persons is also telling
confused retirees contacting its
offices across the country that
"if they've heard (Medicare)
would not allow them to purchase non-covered services. that
is inaccurate" said Patricia
Smith, an AARP lobbyist.
The new Medicare law sets
rules governing when patients
and their doctors can forgo a
Medicare claim and instead
make private payment arrangements for services that are
covered by the federal health
insurance for the elderly.

Art museum finds itself in the red;
museum benefactors short on green
Museum of Contemporary Art
takes philanthropists to court.
CHlCAGO (AP) - Two prominent benefactors who
didn't make good on their $5 million pledge to a
Chicago museum have thrown the institution into a
blue period.
And now directors of Chicago's sparkling Museum
of Contemporary Art have made what some say is an
unprecedented move - they're taking the promise
breakers to court.
"It certainly is not a comfortable situation fo.r a
museum to be in,'' said Ed Able, president o( the
American Association of Museums in Washington,
which represents 8,000 institutions. The nasty - and
very public - spat between the museum and a board
member began in 1990.
Paul Oliver-Hoffmann. then chairman of the MCA's
trustees. submitted the first pledge toward constructing
a new, $46 million home for the museum. He signed a
lener of intent that November and agreed to pay the $5
million by June 30, 1997. He also agreed the commitment would be binding on the couple's estate if the
pledge was not completed during their lifetime.
But then the bickering began.
Oliver-Hoffmann's wife. Camille, declines to give
many details but says her husband had concerns about
how the MCA spent its money.
"There was a lot that happened at that time that we
never discussed because WC did not Want to damage
the museum," she said in a telephone inten ie\\
Wednesday.

WELCOME BACK
STUDENTS!

348-8282

been a champion of Republican
causes. has sent more than 3 million letters to older Americans
and spread its views in newspaper editorials and on talk radio
shows.
"If Medicare won't pay for a
medical need you have, you
can't have it - even if you want
to pay for it personaJly and even
if you need it to save your life,"
said one United Seniors appeal,
asking elderly people to "write
out a check for $10, $15, $25,
$50, or $100 or whatever you
can afford to fight a new
Medicare law that became effective Jan. 1.
Clinton administration officials say that claim is unfounded.
The elderly can continue to
use their own money or supple-

"I have given that museum no thought in seven
years. We have never set foot in that museum since
Paul resigned in 1991, and it was made abundantly
clear to the entire board that my husband was departing."
The MCA sent the couple letters each year asking
for the money.
The Oliver-Hoffmanns did not reply.
So museum officials sued on Dec. 31, seeking $5
million, plus interest and legal costs, said Penny
Pritzker, chairwoman of the MCA's board of trustees.
"Frankly, I don't believe litigation is a good way to
resolve problems," Pritzker said Wednesday. "But I
was unsuccessfuLin bei&g, abltlhfQ. bav~.lt\\)'11klM"of
dialogue with the Oliver-Hoffmanns. Since they had
made a pledge to pay the museum, we couldn't just
say, 'Oh well, forget it' We were left with no alternatives."
Despite the $5 million absence, the museum managed to raise $72 million - $22 million over its originaJ goal.
But Pritzker says the museum relied on the pledge
when it sought funds from other contributors, including $50 million from a group of banks.
And, she says. some trustees upped their donations
as much as tenfold when they learned of the proposed
$5 million gift
Such lawsuits could become increasingly common
because of a I995 change by the Financial Accounting
Standards Board, the accounting world's rule-making
bo<ly. That change calls for all non-profit groups to
record pledges as income at the time they are
promised.

PARK PLACE APARTMENTS
The only OFF Campus Housing
ON Campus
(Located across from the Union on 7th Street)

Better Ingredients.
Better Pizza.

=Hours: Mon·Thurs IOam to I:30am
-Fri·Sat IOam to 2:30am Sun Ilam to Ilam

~Now Leasingfor FALL

• l,2,&3Bedrm •Central AC
Furnished Units •Balconies

•Free Parking

426 W. Lincoln
r----------,

'98

•Free Trash

•Laundry
· •Dishwashers
LIMITED
2&: 3
Bedroom
Apartments
Left Act Fast!!
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Alger· a tells European Iraqi inspection ban rolls on
Union to stay at home
ALGIERS. Algeria (AP) Algeria has called off a visit by
European officials seeking ways
lo end worsening bloodshed in
this North African nation
because the delegation lacks
seniority, the foreign minister
said Wednesday.
In lhe latest violence, a bomb
concealed in a folded prayer rug
exploded Wednesday in a
mosque outside Algiers, killing
one person and injuring eight,
witnesses and medical sources
said. There was no claim of
responsibility.
Earlier, Algerian police freed
a leader of the banned Islamic
Salvation Front a day after
detaining him, party sympathiz-

ers said.
Abdelkader Hachani was
arrested after interviews with
htm were published in several
European newspapers. The government has warned members of
the Front not to speak publicly.
The government's refusal to
accept a visit by a European
Union
delegation
echoed
Algeria's previous rejections of
international aid or investigations
into six years of violence that
have killed an estimated 75,000
people.
The delegation, made up of
officials from the foreign ministries of Britain, Austria and
Luxembourg, was to visit Algeria
for three days starting Friday.

BAGHDAD, Iraq (AP) - Iraq
stood fast today in its ban on
weapons inspections by an
American-led U.N. team. drawing
a strong protest from the U.N.
Security Council.
The chief U.N. weapons
inspector, meanwhile. said he had
evidence showing Iraq may have
tested chemical weapons on
prison inmates.
Iraq blocked weapons inspections by a team led by American
Scott Ritter for a second day,
refusing to back down in a confrontation that has brought the
United Nations and Iraq once
more to crisis.
In New York. the Security
Council issued a statement deploring Iraq's refusal, calling theaction an "unacceptable" violation
of U.N. orders.

US feels Asian financial swoon
Asian financial woes
may be shipped to US
NEW YORK (AP) - American businesses are
beginnmg to feel the pinch of Asia's financial crisis.
High-tech giants Intel and Motorola and
automakers General Motors and Ford are seeing
slower sales in lhe once-booming region because of
the turmoil in the currency and stock markets since
Last summer.
Smaller exporters selling everything from animal feed to glassware across the Pacific also are
being hit.
It is "the beginning of what will be a building
impact throughout 1998," said Allen Sinai, chief
global economist at Primark Decision Economics.
io"Ml iiwau,-~t isi trou~e. for·oompames."
Because of the financial crunch in Asia's oncehigb flying economies, foreign governments, companies anCJ consumers will have less money to
spend. Moreover, the strong dollar - soaring as

Asian currencies are plummeting - has made
American-made goods far more expensive in Asia.
Low-priced Asian products may muscle out U.S.
goods in this country. too.
American companies. grown accustomed to rising profits from Asia. are finding sales slowing. if
not collapsing.
''Anyone who exports anything to Asia will feel
the bite," said Greg Mastel of the Economic
Strategy Institute in Washington.
Hit hardest will be those trying to sell goods in
South Korea, Indonesia and Thailand, which have
been forced to cut spending and raise interest rates
and taxes to gain multibillion-dollar rescue packages.
"For any company exporting to Korea, Thailand
and Indonesia, for the foreseeable future, sales will
be very low or even zero," said Sung Won Sohn of
Norwest Corp., a Minneapolis-based bank.
For American consumers, the Asian crisis may
bring benefits through lower prices for imported
goods. Dell Computer, citing the Asian crisis, cut
the price of a popular computer by about 15 percent last week.

The unanimous declaration,
sought by the United States. was
meant to demonstrate support for
the head of the U.N. inspection
program, Richard Butler. who
leaves for Baghdad on Thursday
to try to resolve the latest slam.luff.
U.S.
Ambassador
Bill
Richardson welcomed the council
action and said lhe Clinton administration was anxious to exhaust
au diplomatic avenues to resolve
the crisis with lraq.
"My optimism is waning considerably," Richardson added. " I
think lhe world community's optimism is waning too. Patience is
wearing thin. But we should not
abandon diplomacy."
Council diplomats, speaking on
condition of anonymity, said even
Ira-q"s friends on the council Russia, France and China - were

growing frustrated by Baghdad's
continued refusal to cooperate
fully with U.N. inspectors.
Iraq said Monday it would
block future inspections by
Ritter's team, complaining that it
was overloaded with Americans
and Britons.
Iraq also has contended that
Ritter had tried to gain access to a
prison to seek information that
would support Iraqi opposition
claims that Iraq was testing chemical weapons on inmates there, all
in an effort to falsely discredit
Iraq.
Iraqi Deputy Prime Minister
Tariq Aziz, repeating Iraqi complaints about alleged American
dominance of the U.N. inspections
in a news conference today, heatedly denied the alleged chemical
experiments had taken place.

Astronaut, cosmonaut
share cosmic experience
MOSCOW (AP) - American
astronaut David Wolf had the
best partner he could ask for on
his first spacewalk Wednesday,
a trip to examine the outer hull
of the Russian space station

Mir.
Russian night commander
Anatoly Solovyov is the most
experienced spacewalker in history, logging more than 76
hours in 15 previous spacewalks, six of which he's made
since arriving on Mir in
August.
The two were to spend about
four hours working outside the
Mir, Russian Mission Control
officials said.

Wolf, who arrived rn
September, has remained inside
the station during the spacewalks by his Russian colleagues
Solovyov
and
Vinogradov.
Jn most instances, he was in
the Mir's escape capsule to
assist in case of an evacuation,
and he filmed his fellow
cosmonauts through a window.
This time, Wolf and
Solovyov will use an
American-made monitoring
device to examine the Mir's
outer bull in at least two sepa,.
rate places, said Valery Lyndin,
spokesman for Mission
Control.

Last Czar of Russia gets a shot at canonization
MOSCOW (AP) - The Russian
Orthodox Church is prepared to
proceed with a funeral for Russia's
last czar before deciding whether
he should be honored as a saint, a
top
church official
said
Wednesday.
ln a rare interview. Metropolitan
Yuvenaly. the church's chief representative on the subject. said the
church would have no objection to
holding a funeral as soon as the
czar's bones are identified.
Nicholas II was executed by
Bolshe\'iks in 1918, along with his
family and four senants. Their
remains were recovered in 1991,
and since then the skeletons have

been kept in a morgue in the city of
Yekaterinburg.
A government investigation is
expected to conclude later this
month that DNA and other forensic
test-; have identified the remains as
those of the royal family. clearing
the way for a decision on a burial.
During his reign, Nicholas II
was head of the Russian Orthodox
Church. and some believers have
been urging his canonization. He
and his famil) already have been
made saints by the exiled branch of
the church.
'"The Russian Orthodox Church
does not tie lhe question of canonization to whether or not there

should be a funeral," Yuvenaly
said.
.. Proceeding with a funeral
should have no connection to the
work of the church toward canonization."
The church has said little so far
about the czar's possible burial.
Some have suggested the church
would not approve a funeral before
making a decision about canonization. which would affect the ceremony.
"If the emperor and his family
were to be canonized before their
funeral. lhe sen ice would be the
interment of sacred relics."
Yuvenaly explained. "But since al

the current time they are not canonized, if their funeral takes place
this year. there will be a burial service. a requiem. and prayers for
them just as people."
Canonization could put the
church in a trid.-y political position,
especially since it draws political
support from the Communist Party.
\\hi ch reveres the Bot shevik
Revolution.
Yuvenaly confirmed that the
church's Council of Bishops decided last year that Nicholas does not
deserve canonization based on his
reign as czar.
The council did decide that the
royal family may deserve saint-

hood for the suffering they endured
at their deaths, a category known
as "passion sufferers."
A final decision on canonization
on those terms will not be made
until 2000, at the next meeting of
the church's Council of Parishes.
Yuvenaly said. Jn the meantime.
the royal family and their servants
can be buried in a regular funeral
service.
In part because of the canonization debate. the church has
demanded thorough idemification
of the remains. including evidence
to refute claims that the royal fami1> was killed as part of a plot or a
ritual murder.
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Help Wanted
STAFF NEEDED IN SMALL RES·
IDENTIAL SITES SERVING 4·6
RESIDENTS WITH DEVELOP·
MENTAL DISABILmES. Monday
through Friday evening and mid·
night shifts or weekend shifts
available Flexible schedu!lng also
available. No expenence neces·
sary. Paid training is provided.
Applications may be obtained at
CCAR Industries, 825 18!h
Street, Charleston, IL 61920
E.O.E.

-------~~1/29

VOLUNTEER
GYMNASTIC
INSTRUCTORS URGENTLY
needed for aero-limps• program.
Tuesday 4·7 p.m./Thursday 4·6
p.m. Call Dr. Scott A.G.M.
Crawford, 581-6363.
----------=1/16
FRONT
OFFICE
CLERK·
Charleston Recreation Dept 1s
seeking a part-time Front Office
Clerk. Applicants should be very
responsible and possess good
clerical and communication skllls
Typing, telephone and computer
expenence desired. Job nvolves
a lot of pubhc contact Approx.
15-25 hours per week. Flexible
schedule would be helpful.
Starting pay $5.15-$5.30 per hr.
Apply in person M·F 9·5 at 520
Jackson Street In Charleston, IL.
No phone calls. Position open
until filled. EOE.
---------.,..,1/16
EARN $750 • $1500/ WEEK.
Raise all the money your student
group needs by sponsoring a
VISA Fund raiser on your campus.
No investment & very little time
obligation, so why not call for
Information today. Call 1·800-323·
8454 x 95.
_1115
JANITORIAL SERVICE SEEKS
MATURE work onented, energetic helpf Flex hours GOOD pay
available to right persons Call
Peggy 345-6757.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/15
CRUISE SHIP & LAND-TOUR
EMPLOYMENT· Discover how to
work in exotic locations. meet fun
people, while earning a hving in
these exciting mdustnesl For
employment mformat1on, call:

517.324.3090 EXT C57381.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16
NATIONAL PARK EMPLOY·
MENT· Work 1n America's
Nabonal Parks, Forests W1kf11fe
Preserves. Competitive wages +
bonuses! Ask us how! Call
Outdoor Employment Resources'.
517-324-3109 Ext N57382.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _2110

e.

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Roommates

Announcements

TED'S IS ACCEPTING APPLI·
CATIONS for bartenders and
bouncers. Applications can be
filled out Thursday January 18 at
Ted's 102 N. 6th from 1-3 p.m.
1/15

NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98·99
school year. $235/ mo. 12 mo
lease,
no_
pets.
345-3148.
___
_ Call
__
_ _ _514

HOUSE available immediately.
$405/month. Trash pick-up and
security deposit. 345-4010
~~4
FALL 98. NEW 3 BEDROOM, 2
bath. Washer/dryer. Duplex, $275
per person. No pets. no parties.
Prefer grad students. 348-8821

smoking female looking for room·
mate (or roommates) for 98·99
school year. Call Diane 348·
6610.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

25% off tapestries. 3- wickj can·
dies, oil lamps, all cigars &
accessories at Calliope Court,
706 Jackson, Charleston.

H,,.0.,,.-N-=-G-K:-:-o=-N:-:-G~H..,..O""u"""s""'E=-:"NOW

HIRING. APPLY IN PERSON.
1505 18TH ST.
1/20
NOW HIRIN-=G-S,....U..,.M-M...,.,E...,R=-s=TAFF
for Girl Scout Resident Camp.
Cer1itled lifeguards. cooks, coun·
selors, unit leaders. program
directors and LPN/EMT openings.
Camp is located outside Ottawa,
II on 260 wooded acres. Only
those serious about working with
the youth of today while
learning/teaching valuable out·
door living skills need apply. June
21. 1998· August 1, 1998.
Complete training provided.
Minorities encouraged to apply.
For application write or call:
TGSC, 1533 Spencer Road,
Joliet,
815-723-3449.
_ _IL
_60433
_ _or_
_ _ _514

2 & 3 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
near campus. Reasonable. 345·
2416
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _.,....,,..1116

1/20

S_l_N_G""'LE::o--"A""Pr""",..,B,-A"""s....,1c~FU""R,,..,.NISH-

ORCHARD PARK APART·
MENTS. 3 large bedrooms for 3-4
people near campus. Call Carl
348·7635.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

GIRLS ONE OR TWO BED·
ROOM furnished apartments. 10
month lease. No pets 9-4, 345-

l NG, heat/water provided. SP
semester $250. Dave. 345·2171.
9 a.m.- 11 a.m.
5/4
s-=--=-E-=IT:--=S-:-:1N-:-G=-E=-R:::--,A'""'P"""A"='R""'T~M""E"""'NTS
1611 9th St. One block east Old
Main. Now leasing for Summer
98, and 98, 99 school year.
Completely furnished, heat and
garbage included. Off street park·
ing, 9 month individual leasing.
345·7136

5048.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

--~-----.,.--~514

2 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSE
APARTMENTS furnished Trash
p/u included. 2 blocks from cam·
pus.
348·0350.
_ _Call
__
_ _ _ _ _ _514

FALL. 5, 4, 3, 2 bedroom houses.
2/3 bedroom apartments. Close
to campus, 348-5032

NICE, CLOSE TO CAMPUS
FURNISHED HOUSES for 98·99
school year. No pets. $2351 mo12 month lease. Call 345-3148.

-~-------213

AVAILABLE FOR FALL 98. ONE,
TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS
GREAT LOCATION. 345-6000.

--~~-----514

Make Money
$1500 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
ma1hng our circulars. No expen·
ence Required Free information
packet. Call 410-347-1475.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 2112

Travel
DAYTONA BEACH SPRING
BREAK! Break away to the
hottest action In Florida· Where
guys meet girls! One of the
newest motels on the ocean,
AAA· rated, beach volleyball, pool
and wet bar open 24 hours
B.y.o.b.· STUDENTS only! Call 1·
800·682-0919 http://Www.daytonamotel.com.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

-----

For Rent

INDIVIDUAL ROOMS FOR MEN·
Furnished· Bed & Chest.
Common areas furnished Call
348-8870. Close to campus.
1/16
THREE & -=F-=o-u-=R,........,,B""'E:--=Dc-=Ro-:00 M
house & apartments, close to
campus. Call 345-6621

MACARTHUR MANOR APART·
MENTS now leasing for Fall '98,
2 bedroom furnished apt. 345·
2231.
BRITIANY RIDGE 3 BEDROOM
House for rent by owner. 780.00
per month/divided. Prefer
females. (630) 372·8282
~---~-~~-1~7
BEST VALUE. FURNISHED 2
bedroom apartment. Garbage
included. 10 month lease. $250
each. 348--0288

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/30

BEDROOM

won:ls/days_ 0 Cash
Amount
due$.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Payment

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _Student Q Yes Q No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - Ad to rad:

ROOMMATES NEEDED. Non·

32 Kabuki kin

59 Checked rtem

33 Plan

80 One-callers

9 Cottonwood
trees

35 Pool party?

62 Rather high
84Fixed over

37 Made an effort

15 Song thrush
40 River to Lake
Ontario
1s Teatro alla Scala
site
420eclaim

LADIES SILVER RING FOUND 2

Lost &Found
months ago near
Services. 348-6206.

Health

CONGRATULATIONS
TO
VALER E 'IKLIENFELD OF
SIGMA KAPPA ON GETTING
PINNED TO FRANK CON·
SIGLIO OF SIGMA Pl. It's about
time! Love, Darcie.

LOFT ONLY $50 fits Lawson,

For Sale

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1115

Andrews and Pemberton. Call
348-0615.
- - - - ---~-1/16
FOR SALE 1985 MERCURY
COUGAR $1200 OBO Must see
to appreciate. CaH 345·1291.

This

.._.,..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

SPACE

Nead Cash? Sell your unwanted
items m the Daily Ea:stem News
Classified Section.

for

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 00/HA

RENT

43 100 agorot

48 ·wall Street"
theme

1 Backbreaker?

st Credit-tracking

2 The Wilkeses'
neighbors

14 Collarless shirt

n Future viewers

ST 8r1bsh bishops'
headdresses

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are

run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY lor

any oon-oro!n campus organ!zat!onal event No pani6S Of IUndifilSlngiietM:

lieS and events W10 be printed All Cfips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News olhce by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled tor Thursday should be submtted as

a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday 1s deadline for Fnday.
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE Will NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is Illegible or
contains conflicting 1nlorma1Jon WILL NOT BE RUN Ctrps may be edited lor
available space.

DOWN

co.

25Current
adm1nistrat1on

CHRISTIAN CAMPUS HOUSE Crazy Bowling tonight at 7 p.m. at the
EIU Bowling lanes. Meet at Campus House & everyone is welcome.
CHI ALPHA CHRISTIAN FELLOWSHIP Bible Study/Discussion tonight
at 6:30 p.m. In the Shelbyville room. DISCUssion of the philosophies and
behefs in the context of the popular movie "Titanic.• What is man's significance 1n the Universe?
HAITI CONNECTION meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the Newman Center
(comer of 9th and Lincoln). All interested 1n the tt11rd wor1d invited to
attend

prtch

4e Make a video

62Ramble

cam

67 Low-pressure

1t Cartoonist Peter

24Takeon

JANUARY CLEARANCE SALE!

disinformation

20Combat

30Zip

ROOMMATE WANTED·MATURE
FEMALE $150.00 MONTH PLUS
HALF UTILITIES, EVERYTHING
IS HERE. JUST MOVE IN 235·
9n9.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/22

66 Lamb output

11 Kid-helping org.

23 Tongues do 1t

Personals
DELTA Welcome backl Hope you
have a great new semestqrl
Love, Heather.
-------,...,.....-1115
THE LADIES OF TRl·SIGMA
would like to welcome everyone
back from break! Have a wonder·
ful semester.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/15
CONGRATULATIONS
TO
FRANK CONSIGLIO. You'll be a
great Sig Kap Man! Love, Darcie.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _1/15

as Spread

45 Worthless
amount

220naroll
Cl Credit

Advertise! Advertise! AdVertisel
It pays to advertise 1n the Daily
Eastern News
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _OOIHA

1 Flattery

11 Liz Taylor movie
·County"

no.

----,-.,..---...,...,~-1122

FURNISHED

ACROSS

Person accepting ad, _ _ _ _ _ _Compositor _ _ _ __

ED ASAP. Own room. close to
campus,
fully
furnished.
$225/month Call Dani 348-6685

1/20
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Under Classification o f . - - - - - - - - - - - - - Expiration code (office use only) _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ __

~4

F__E_M_A_L-:E-s"""u_,B_L_E...,.S_S_O..,.R-N""E""'ED-

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

3

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

Sublessors
MENTS 1 girl, upperclassman,
to share a 2 bedroom furnished
apt. 345·2231.

'NCNI RENTING tor Fall 98. t .2,
and 3 bedrooms. Great location.
Fully furnished. 345-2516.

TWO AND THREE BEDROOM
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
GREAT
_ _ _LOCATION.
_ _ _ _345-6000
_ _ _514

Name: __________________

MACARTHUR MANOR APART·

BRAND NEW 3 BEDROOM APT.
otf square. Avail. immediately
Water and trash incl. Call 345·
9139 or 345·2702

GIRLS FURNISHED HOUSE for
7·9, 10 month lease. No pets,
laundry, 9-4, 345·5048.

Classified Ad Form

NEW 1,2,3 AND 4 BEDROOM
APTS., off street parking, fur·
nished, ale ... too much to list call
217·348-0819 Leave message.
_ _ _ _ _ _ __ _1/27

3 BEDROOM HOUSE AVAIL·
ABLE Fall 98. $21 O/person (3
occupants) 12 month lease. 811
North 4th St. 217-897·6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

A_V._'A_l,_LA,....,B.,...L"""E,..F""O,...,R---FA...,L-L-9-8-.,.ONE,

TO THE MEN OF DELTA TAU

1~7

1 EFFICIENCY & LARGE 1 BED·
ROOM apt. available Fall 98. 12
month lease. Efficiency $250, 1
bedroom, $31 O. Located 411
Harrison, 217·897·6266
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1/16

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 514

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1116

-------~~4

ROOMS FOR RENT· Women
only. Large house fully furn. cen·
tral A/C. Many extras. 1 blk. from
union. $230 inc. Util. House 3455692. Pat Novak (630)789-3n2.
~--~-'-'_..:,~---'-2/4
710 BUCHANAN 2 BEDROOMS
upstairs, 1 bedroom downstairs.
$800/ monlh/1 O month lease. Fall
98.
345·8547.
__
_______

~~-~-----~5/4

FEMALE ROOMMATE NEEDED
IMMEDIATELY FOR FALL
SEMESTER $200/mo plus ut1h·
ties. Good location. Call 3486694.
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1a1

a Periphery
4Up -

good

s J.F.K. lander

MVeryearty

I Oth&f, to Pedro
1 Hebrew starter
I Taking a

glimpse
•Smiling,

evidently
....... "' lllMn IAul.I

10 Betting odds
t

1 "When We Were M Popular place
Kings• subject
:ta TV part

~©lv~rtt~~

Mth

HI.RS.
employees

t2 Luddites· targets

37 Programming

t3 Mano a mano

31 Galleys of yore

57 Umpteen

squeezer

n Troublesome
plants

NWomen's
magazine

63 D.C. summer
setting

21 Poet's least
favorite fruit
27 Go over proofs
:zaBu1ldan
embankment
31 "The Bronx
star

iD)©]\ly

If Long

41 Hosp. test
44 Father and son
publishers
47Rebels

29 Compass pt.

Th~

"Ditto"

uOneofthe
Kennedys

t4 Some dancing

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word frrst day.
1O cents per word each consecutive dey. 15 word minimum. Student
ads must be paid In advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY·NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the nght to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
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49 Pnma ballerina
so Clockwise
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Seifert a Cowboy coaching candidate after all
IRVING, Texas (AP) - Put
George Seifert's name back on
the candidate list in the Dallas
Cowboys' coaching search.
Dallas' interest in Seifert, the
hottest name on the market,
seemed minimal Sunday when
Barry Switzer told an Oklahoma
television station that the former
San Francisco coach wasn't a
candidate to be his successor.
However, on Monday, a team
source told The Associated
Press,
"Barry may not be as clued in as
he thinks he is."

That was confirmed Tuesday
when team owner Jerry Jones
told The Dallas Morning News
and the Fort Worth StarTelegram that Seifert is still an
option.
"I certainly have not ... ruled
out George Seifert," Jones told
the Star-Telegram in a telephone
interview from New York, where
he was part of the NFL's television negotiations.
Switzer resigned last week
after the Cowboys went 6- l 0 to
miss the playoffs for the first
time in seven years. At the time,

Jones said he would not discuss
who would bec ome the next
coach, fourth in team history. He
added that any information not
coming from him must be considered speculation.
"This is not the kind of process
where I'm going to give regular
progress reports," Jones told the
Morning News in Wednesday
editions. "When we've made a
decision, we'll let everyone know
it's done."
Dozens of names have been
mentioned in connection with the
job, but Jones has been uncharac-

teristicall y c lose- mouthed .
Denver coach Mike Shanahan
has recommended Broncos
offensive coordinator Gary
Kubiak for the job and said
Switzer called him on Jones'
behalf.
It's not clear whether Jones has
contacted Seifert, who is under
contract with the 49ers until next
month. San F.rancisco team president Carmen Policy has said the
former coach is free to pursue
other coaching opportunities.
Seifert was the 49ers' defensive coordinator under Bill Walsh

from 1983 to 1988, then went
108-35 as the team's head coach.
Heresigned after 1996 season.
Quarterback Troy Aikman,
among the players most affected
by the coaching change, has had
little to say publicly about his
preferences.
Leigh Steinberg, Aikman' agent,
said Aikman' s silence is intentional.
"Troy in no way wants to pick
the coach," Steinberg said. "He
clearly wants this to be a Jerry
Jones decision . .. and nothing
that is catered toward him."

No. 2 Duke scores dominating- Indiana takes down
Y!~~N~y~~- (~~~'~n"Th~w~.~~f?.'~l~sfild
Northwestern again

minutes of business as usual for No. 2 Duke translated into one of the worst nights on record for
Wake Forest.
The Blue Devils put on a stifling defensive display Wednesday night, scoring 29 points off 20
turnovers on the way to an 88-52 victory over the
Demon Deacons.
It was Wake Forest's most lopsided loss in 15
years and the Demon D eacons' worse defeat at
home in 3 1 years.
"Duke took us out of everything fro m the first
minute on," Wake Forest coach Dave Odom said.
"The only solace we have is that we lost to a great
team."
The nctory was the sixth in a row for Duke ( 151, 5-0 Atlantic Coast Conference) and increased
the Blue Devils' alread} impressive average margin of victory in league play. Duke came in v. inning its
conference games b\ 26 points per game. and the
"' ~.il'ilJ. '"'"~rl•!ri.c.Ri.E rl
,..,g
VJCl5JtY~l3QU51C~huf:ll!G\'Crage to '.fl •
"We can score points." said coach Mike
Krzyzev. skt, who got double,-figure scoring from
five players. "'If somebod~ ·s off their game a little
bit and we're scoring like that, the margin can be
that wide.'"
Duke got 15 points from Chris Carrawell. 13
from Trajan Langdon. 12 from Steve
Wojciechowski and I 0 apiece from Roshown
McLeod and Mike Chappell.
Freshman Shane Battier. who fueled the deci:;ive
surge early in the first half. wound up with four
points, 10 rebounds. four steals and three assists in
20 minutes.

" Once you
gee on a big run, you can just feel the energy going
throug h your body. It feels great. It's one of the
best feelings in basketball."
The Demon Deacons (8-6, 1-3) lost for the sixth
time in eight games and are off to their worst start
in the ACC in six years.
Wake Forest hadn' t lost by such a wide margin
anywhere since dropping a 41 -point decision at
North Carolina State in 1983.
The last time the De mon De acons had been
defeated so soundly at home was in 1967. when
they lost by 42 to Duke.
· " I think we played somewhat afraid, and that
surprises me a little bit." Odom said "It was
nothing that Duke doesn't do every game. The j ust
come at you with good, hard. clean basketball.
And you just have to be man enough and good
enough to stand up to it."
The Blue Devils did most of their damage in the
first halfi harassmg Wake Forest mto l '.! turnovers
·
•
J
anu COID'Crtmg them mto '.! points.
The Demon Deacons· biggest problem was
Duke's press. which frequently produced turnovers
before Wake Forest could even get out of its own
backcourt.
On the occasions when the Demon Deacons
were
able to cross the center line, they often had to do it
by having 7-foot-1 Loren Woods or one of their
forwards dribble the ball to a sate area.
''We just lost our composure and fell apart.
That's the cype of thing Duke can do to you,"
Woods said. "If you Jose your composure against
them. they'll tear you apart."

EVANSTON, Ill . (AP) Indiana's defense ganged up on
center Evan Eschmeyer, and the
hustling Hoosiers made every
Northwestern pass a risky one in
the first half Wednesday night.
Cutting off the angles and
shutting Northwestern out for
nearly seve n minutes , the
Hoos ie rs ran off 17 straig ht
points a nd in essence ran off
with the game.
"It was a pretty good run. We
got on them. We cut off the passing lanes and we pressured them.
All accumulated we were able to
go on a 17-0 run," Hoosiers
guard A.J. Guyton said afler
Indiana's 76-58 victory.
Guyton and Luke Recker had
22 points for the 'Hoosiers (12-5 .
3-2). who have
beaten
Northwestern 18 straight times.
Sean Wink scored a careerhigh 2'.! points fo1 Northwestern
(7-6, 1-3). which ha~ not beaten
Indiana in IO years.
Big Ten scoring leader
Eschmeyer. averaging 23 points
for Northwestern, was held 10 18
by Indiana's swarming defense.
16 of those coming in the second
half.

'' It was a flip - flop ," Indiana
coach Bob Knight said. " We
played really good defense in the
first half and Eschmeyer played
really good offense in the second ... .I felt so good about the
way we played in the first half
that it was hard for us to duplicate in the second."
Guyton, who made 10-of- 15
shots on the night, had 18 points
in the first half. Recker, meanwhile. hit five 3-pointers as
Indiana won its third straight.
··You're not going to beat anybod) when you get down 20
points in the first half. We got
exactly what we desen·ed. You
play like that, you're going to get
your butt kicked," Northwestern
coach Kc' m O' Neill said. "The
problem we face right now is
guys go on that court playing the
name on the other jersey instead
of playmg the people in them.
That's after years and years of it.
It's up to us. myself. our
team. our staff to change ic.
Unfortunately it's going to take
us a little bit of time."
Guyton's 3-poimer capped the
17-0 run and gave the Hoosiers a
21-5 lead.

L
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Packers feeling good about being back
GREEN BAY, Wis. (AP) - The
Green Bay Packers have fallen
short of LeRoy Butler's preseason
prediction of perfection. but they're
right where they expected to be heading to San Diego for a chance
to repeat as champions.
"Three losses, it was very realistic," says strong safety Butler,
whose prognostication last summer
of a L9-0 season rankled coach
Mike Holmgren, not to mention
the NFL's other 29 teams.
Holmgren said one of those
losses - against Indianapolis - will
be used as a caveat this week in
case the Packers start to feel too
good about themselves following
their domination of the San
Francisco 49ers in the NFC championship.
The Packers are a confident,
loose bunch. Quarterback Brett
Favre set off a stink bomb in the
locker room on Wednesday, welcoming a horde of reporters from
Denver.

Favre initially denied he was the
culprit.
"OK, it was me," he quickly
confessed. "Practical jokes are part
of it. The media's been a little
crowded this week so I felt like
loosening them up and clearing
them out.
"We're always doing practicaJ
jokes and having fun. That's what
it's all about. No one likes a stiff.
That's no fun for anyone."
There are no stiffs in the
Packers' locker room, just a
supremely confident bunch that
almost sees the Super Bowl on Jan.
25 as a formality.
But in case the Packers start
having a little too much fun,
Holmgren has something that will
cut the laughter in a hurry.
"All I have to do is point to the
Indianapolis game, put that film in
for a little while," he said. "Look at
this. You're world champs, look at
this. How good do you feel about
this?"'

The Packers have won 12 of down two passes in the end zone
after giving up a long play, and we
their last L3 games, but the lone
blemish was a doozy. They surren- went on a 99-yard scoring drive,"
Robinson said. "That was the
dered nearly 500 yards in a
stanling 41-38 loss to the then- benchmark of our season."
And what was the loss to the
winless Colts on Nov. 16, a week
before their much-anticipated Colts then?
"A speed bump."
showdown with the Dallas
Cautious that the Super Bowl
Cowboys at Lambeau Field.
The Packers bounced back to might be a speed trap, the Packers
dispatch Dallas the following are implementing their game plan
week, and have been on a roll since for the Broncos this week.
But they're also enjoying the
_ surrendering an average of just
202 yards over their last seven journey as it winds down.
"The entire season was presgames. Included were two games
against Tampa Bay and trips to sure-packed: 'Can we do it again?
Are they prima donnas? Are they
Minnesota and San Francisco.
Free safety Eugene Robinson charlatans? They are going to fall
said the Indianapolis debacle, off, you just wait, you just wait,"'
while the low point of the season, Robinson said. "We had a lot to
prove."
wasn't the turning point.
Holmgren said the Packers
He said that occurred on Oct.
27, following the Packers' bye found it harder to enjoy this season
week, when Green Bay thumped because everyone tried to dethrone
New.England 28-10 on a Monday them.
"This didn't come easy," receivnight.
"Tyrone Williams knocked er Antonio Freeman said.

Place a
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Broncos' line needs to come to play Super Sunday
DENVER (AP) - For the Denver Broncos'
offensive line, it's time to speak up or pay the
price.
Their two-year code of silence in serious
jeopardy, the linemen face the choice of giving media interviews in the days leading up to
the Super Bowl or being fined by the league.
The linemen began their self-imposed silent
treatment early in the 1996 season as a form
of bonding.
With the encouragement of offensive line
coach Alex Gibbs. who himself rarely comm uni ca tes with the media, they strictly
enforced the code, fining any member who
violated it. The money went into a slush fund
for an end-of-season party.
The less said the better, but now they are
about to run afoul of the NFL. which has
scheduled media availability with all players
on Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday of next
week.

GRANGER
Eastern also scored 81 points
against Indiana State in their
next game. Unfortunately, the
Sycamores scored 92 points to
send the Panthers to defeat. Two
more losses fol lowed, putting
Eastem's men's team at 1-3 to
start the season.
Playing Devil's Advocate,
one can assume had the
Panthers not played Viterbo (in
a game roughly equivalent to the
Bull's playing any OVC team.
but I digress) they could very
easily have started the season at

Facirtg stiff penalties if they skip the ses- or nasty. But we didn't talk at the beginning.
sions or if they attend but refuse to talk, the Why should we talk at the end?"
NFL spokesman Greg Aiello said the
linemen agreed Tuesday to lift the ban. But it
linemen will be required to attend each of
was unclear how many will go along.
Guard Mark Schlereth, one of the more three mandatory interview sessions. If they
congenial linemen, said he will talk with fail to attend, they will be fined, he said.
If they attend but refuse to talk in a manner
reporters. But he hinted that some of his more
the NFL deems sufficient, the league will
laconic teammates might not.
"We all talked about how the Gestapo is decide if any action needs to be taken.
ln the early 1990s, Buffalo coach Marv
going to come down on us really hard," said
Schlereth, alluding to the NFL. "So what we Levy and running back Thurman Thomas
were fined $5,000 apiece for missing an interdecided to do is talk if you want to."
Tackle Tony Jones called himself ''a view session.
In I 996, the league fined the Pittsburgh
talkative guy," but said not talking "is kind of
fun. Right now. I don't know what I'm going Steelers $25,000 when a handful of their players missed one of the sessions.
to do."
After a general interview session at Sao
Besides, Jones said, breaking the code of
Diego's Qualcomm Stadium on Tuesday.
silence might be bad luck.
"We haven't talked all year," he said. 'Tm players and coaches must consent to one-hour
superstitious. You don't break something and sessions Wednesday and Thursday at the team
then start it. h's not that we're trying to be bad hotel.

from page 12

0-4 as their female counterparts
did.
The arrival of conference
play gave the men's team a shot
in the arm. much as it did the
women's team.
Adding injury to insult after
the Eastern Kentucky game was
the departure junior guard Chad
Peckinpaugh. Last year's assist
leader left what looked to be a
big whole in the Panther lineup.
But just as the women went
on a tear through the conference

season after a loss. the men have
won their last three games since
the Eastern Kentucky game.
So now we have to ask the
same questions about the men's
team. Are they as good as they
look? Was their non-conference
schedule as tough as the results
would indicate? Just how high is
the level of competition on the
men's side of the OVC?
My past experience at making
predictions has, shall we say,
left a wee bit to be desired.
There is no way I wouJd touch

this one with a 10-foot pole, and
the infamous Cap of Precognition is lying on a junk heap
somewhere.
That being said, I anxiously
await the coming weeks to see
where the teams will land.
Basketball, especially the college version, d6finitely has its
ups and downs. But where ever
the teams• travels take them,
there's a good shot they'll find
their stay on the top extended.
Al least that's my story and
I'm sticking to it.

If you like Uncle Tupelo, roots rock, the Bottlerockets,
&. No Depression, come see Chicago's own
free

~!»!f~ts'!! 1i~1o pm

EAT EVERY TUESDAY & THURSDAY
5.TO 9 pm

$ t 25 bottles of Labatt Blue
$200 pints of Sam Adams &.. Becks Dark
509 Van Buren
'"I'C>I>~~
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$} 52 Bottles
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ALL YOU CAN .EA Tl

·PIZZA
•SALAD BAR
•SPAGHETfl
•GARLIC BREAD
$4.19 Plus Tax
Childr~n 10 and under ea't- for $2.06
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Ebersol says T package was 'reckless'
:-\EW YORK (AP) - NBC
Sports president Dick Ebersol
defended his decision to pass on
lhe NFL. claiming his competitors
made "reckless" deals that could
lose hundreds of millions of dol-

lars.

"The NFL is n great sports
property. but there b no property
\\e \\Ould go after that would lose
al least $150 million a year."
Ebersol said. "We see this as
reckless. We were given an
opportunity to match CBS' bid
but we made a cold, calculated
decision that the losses were
intolerable."
CBS. which said Tuesday it
expected the $4 billion eight-year
deal to be profitable. responded
quickly to Ebersol's clc.ims.
"There is no way Michael
Jordan or Mel Karmazin will ever
permit an NFL deal to lose any

POL KA

money much less $150 million,"
CBS Sports president Senn
McManu-. said, referring 10 two
of CBS' lop execULi\es.
The NFL is guaranteed at least
$17 .6 b11l1on over the next eight
year<. from FuA, CBS. ABC und
ESPN. The league can reopen th
contract after five years. If
choo cs not to, an escalator
clause will make the deal \\1th
$18 billion.
"The prices are breathtakin
and astounding but there arc lots
of ways to amortize tha1;• sJ1d
Ron Frederick. a media buyer al J
Walter Thompson ad agenc\
"The \\a)' the medium is mO\IO
the e da) s, there is an increasm
inventor) of low-rated rated
shows and a diminishing im emory of high rated properties. lliat'
why the NFL is so valuable to the
networks.his a proven winner"

from page 12
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become t RP. rit .
Polen s nomination. had to b
appro\cd b) Ohio Valle)
Conference Commbsioner Dan
Beebe. who said he is ··extremely
proud" of the assignment.
"It's not only great for the
Ohio Valley Conference. but for
Eastern Illinois and Deb personally." Beebe said in a press release.
Working on a national level is
something Polen has been looking
forward to. although the job docs
come Y.ith plenty of work and
responsibility.
"ll 's somethmg I have been

pu uing, so I had an idea of the
work load, but not the details,"
she said. "It's been in my professional plans (to work for the committee)."
Polca joins Athletic Director
Rich McDuffie and Jerome
Rodgers as Eastern representatives on national committees
McDuffie sits on both the
Division
I-AA
Football
Go\ernance and enc NCAA
Management Council. and
Rodgers represents Eastern on the
Dh 1sion I Academic Elig1bilit~
and Compliance Cabinet.

scored in double figures on the
night. Lee contributed 13 points
in her 36 minutes of play.
Senior guard Nora Hendrix
dropped in 10 points on 4-of-10
shooting. Senior forward
Barbora Garbova added 12
points lo the Eastern total.
In the first meeting between
the two teams, all five Panther

starters scored in double figures.
The Lad) Go\ s managed n
three-pomter at the buzzer b)
junior guard Angelica Suffren,
but the shot's only effect was to
narro\\ the margin of defeat.
The Lady Govs also had four
play~rs post double figures i11
scoring

Blazers slumping following
furious start to season
PORTL \ND, Ore. (AP) - The
brash talk has become a quiet
funk.
Once upbeat over abundant
young talent, great chemistry and
a new coach. the Portland Trail
Blazers are a dispirited team on a
five-game losing streak.
When P.J. Carlesimo was fired
as coach after last season and
replaced by Mike Dunleavy. Trail
Blazers president Bob Whltsitt
said he wanted an up-tempo team
that played pressure defense. Son

Happy 21st

of a Seanle Supersonics South.
The Blazers have managed
almost none of either.
Twice since 1998 began.
Portland has set franchise records
for fewest points - first in an 85-69
loss at San Antonio Jan. 2. then in
a 76·68 los:,, to Miami on Tuesday
night. the third straight
defeat at home.
The same young emollon that
fired the team at its best has
imploded into 'elf-doubt and some
fingcr-pointtng.

Thursday At

The Wah Disney Co .. which
owns ABC and ESPN, said its
$550 million a year dent for
"Monday Night Football" - $50
million a year more than NBC bid
- and $600 million a year for the
ex.elusive Sunday night package
for ESPN will be profitable.
"The onl) people Y.ho can
decide whether a deal 1s justifiable are the people who made the
deal.'' said Bob lger, president of
ABC Inc. ··1 don't think those on
the outside can know whether a
deal can make money."
The landscape for negotiations
changed four years ngo when
Rupert Murdoch shocked the
industry b) "restling away the
NFC- bidding $100 million a_
year more than CBS. This time.
Fox quietly retained the NFC for
$550 million a year. a bid that was
in line with the other contracts.

''It's impossible to put a value
on how imponunl that can be to
a network," Frederick said. "CBS
disco\ ered that when it lost
football and it lost the ability lO
promote its shows to a large male
audience."
After losing the AFC. :-\BC
turned its attention 10 ":vfonda}
Night Football," bidding about
$500 million a year. But ABC
matched it and then some. paying
$550 million to keep its signature
show.
A-,, part of the deal. "Monday
Night Football" will kick off at
8: I 5 p.m. ET, after short pregame
show
NBC \\a'> in a stronger position
than its competitors. being the
No. I network in prime time and
having a stable of sports
properties. led by the NBA and all
five Olympics from 2000-08.

ROAD frompage/2~-~--Murray leads the conference in
rebounds with 751 boards for an
a\ieragc of 44.2 per game.
The Racers have two players
with over I 00 rebounds. with
sophomore forward Isaac Spencer
leading the way with I 18. The
other Racer with over I 00 boards
is junior forward/center Duane
Virgil with 111.
But Eastern is not going to go
out there and tr: to show they ha\c
more offensive power, they have
the lead in the OVC on their mind.
'They were the preseason No. I
pick in the conference, and we
have a chance to beat them and
pro'e all the ntics wrong," Kaye
said.
With Murra) 's 73-63 victor)
over Eastern Kentucky and Middle
Tennessee's 80-66 win over
Tennessee Tech both teams arc
now tied with Eastern at 6-1 in the
conference.
Gottfried said he is not surprised about the position Eastern
is in right now.
''They have a lot of players
back. and I have as much respect
for Rick Samuels than any other
coach in the conference. he's a
great coach." he said. 'They also
ha'Wc added some good players.
(junior guard) Jack Owens used to
go here so I know how good he
is.''
Most of Murray's success has
come from the one-two punch of
senior guards De' Teri Mayes and
Chad Townsend. Mayes leads the
conference in scoring with 358 for
an a\erage of 21.1 points per
game. Mayes is currently is 25th
in the nation in scoring.
Right behind Mayes in the
conference scoring standings is
Ka)e with 285 points for an average of 20.4 points per game.
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BACARDI KUM NITE

WIN APRIZE!

Townsend is the conference
leader in assists with 85 and leads
the Racers in steals with 32.
Oweus, who attended Murray his
freshman year. is second in the
conference with 4.3 assists per
game.
Owens said he will be very
excited to go back and play
against his old team and sec some
of his old friends.
Murray is 8-0 at home. while

Eastern is 2-5 away from Lantz
Gymnasium. Eastern has never
won at Murray State.
Even with Murray's high-scoring offense and undefeated home
record
Kaye said the Panthers are practicing like this is any other game.
"We've been doing really well
in practice so far, so we're not
going to change anything for just
one game." Kaye said.
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Eastern 's Marc Po/ire rake.\ a shot against Te1111essee Tech earlier this
season..
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While Ebersol said all four
deals will lose money, he was
most adamant about the AFC
package, which CBS won by bidding $500 million a year. $160
million more than NBC.
"When we found out what
CBS bid. \\C told the comm1ss10ner in fhe or 10 second . 'Count us
out. Don't e'en send us the piece
of paper to sign."' Ebersol <>aid.
But the AFC deal was uniquely
suited to CBS because it O\I. ns
seven stations in APC cities, compared with three for NBC. CBS
also is the No. 4 network in the
key male demographics and hopes
to use the NFL to bring back the
viewers the left four years ago
when CBS lost football.
CBS estimates it will generate
3 billion impressions from men
18 and older on its football coverage next season.
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Lady Panthers win sixth in a row
Eastern takes 66-60
win at Austin Peay
DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer

Will Eastem's
ride on top
keep going?
It was a slow start. Things
got off a little rough. The talent
was apparent. but it wasn·t
making its impact felt.
Then things kind of turned
around, and the team slowly
climbed to the top of tbe pack.
But enough about the Bulls.
let's look at the two Pancher
basketball teams.
Actually. the same trend
kind of applies to the Eastern
men's and women's squads as
well.
The women were somewhat
less than successful in the early
going this year. The non-conference schedule was decidedly
unfriendly to the Lady
Panthers. as they dropped their
first four games. Eastern's
team scored a total of 212
points fn the first four games
for an average of 53 points per
game. The highest point total
for the Lady Panthers in that
stretch was 62 in a loss at
Tulsa.
The opposition scored 272
points against Eastern in the
four losses. including a 95point performance by Indiana
State. The opposition averaged
68 ppg against the Panthers, a
full 15 ppg more than the Lady
Panthers.
The first signs things might
change came against IllinoisCbicago. Eastern's women's
team bad snapped its losing
streak in the previous game
with a 67-57 win over Western
Illinois.
The Lady Panthers mauled
the Lady Flames 70-49.
A three-game losing streak
followed the win over lllinoisChicago, casting a shado'h of
doubt on the Lady Panthers
resurgence.
But the team made good use
of its semester starting the fivegame win streak it is currently
on, and moving into first place
in the Ohio VaIJey Confer~nce.
This brings to mind a few of
questions.
Did the Lady Panthers play
a really tough schedule of nonconference games?
Is the Eastern women's team
as good as it appears to be?
And just how strong is the
Ohio Valley Conference?
Only time will tell if the
Lady Panthers are for real.
The men's team started off
somewhat better.
Eastern scored 81 points
against NAIA Division II
Viterbo to open the season.
Eastern cleaned Viterbo's clock
81-55.
Eastern also scored 81
See GRANGER page 10

IKUYA KURATA/Photo editor
Eastern 's Leah Aldrich goes bi for a lay-up agai11s1 Tennessee State earlier 1his season. Aldrich
led the team with 17 points as the lady Panthers defeated Austin Peay 66-60 Wednesday night.

The Lady Panther juggernaut continued
to roll, overcoming a halftime deficit to
defeat the Lady Governors of Austin Peay
Wedne~day at Austin Peay, 66-60.
The win moved the Lady Panthers' winning streak to six games.
Sophomore cemer Leah Aldrich put in a
jumper one minute into the second half to
Lie the game.
Senior forward/center Allison Lee then
hit on one-of-two from the line to give the
Lady Panthers a lead they would not relinquish.
Eastern put the game away at the line.
scoring the last sh points. and eight of
their last 10, from the charity stripe. For
the game, the Lady Panthers hit l 9-of-27
(70 percent) from the free throw line.
The starting five for the Lady Panthers
provided clutch points down the stretch,
with each taking their shoots. uncontested,
from the free-throw line. Lee went 7-forl l. including the shot that gave Eastern
the lead.
Austin Peay went 1O-for-16 from the
stripe, for 63 percent. Freshman guard Kai
Jones scored five points from the line. hitting on all but one of her six shots.
Aldrich contributed another doubledouble, leading all scorers with 17 points
and pulling down 13 boards - I I defensive. The double-double was Aldrich'!>
fifth of the year and her third in the last
three games.
Three other Lady Panthers scored in
See STREAK page 11

Men's basketball team takes to the road
Showdown with 6-1
Murray State on tap
By MATT WILSON
Associate sports editor
Two of the Ohio Valley Conference's highest scoring offenses will battle it out Thursday
night as Eastern travels to Murray, Ken. to
take on the Murray State Racers.
"I think this is going to be a very exciting
game. Eastern 1s obviously very good." Racer
head coach Mark Gottfried said. ·'At this point
in the season this will be the key matchup in
the league, so it should be a lot of fun."
Murray, who is ranked 34th in the latest
USA Today/ESPN poll, has the league's top
scoring offense, achieving 1,475 points so far

this season. The Racers
are ranked No. 8 in the
nation for scoring with an
average of 87.6 points per
game.
"We have to stay
focused the entire game,"
Panther head coach Rick
Samuels said. "The crowd
Rick Kaye
will be involved so we have
to do everything well. We have to stop their
momentum and runs the best we can."
Senior guard Rick Kaye, who was named
OVC player of the Week for the second time
this year for his efforts last week. has a logical
solution to stop the high-powered Murray
offense.
"We just have to play hard and not get
caught up in the offensive power that Murray
has," Kaye said.

Besides the Racers, there is only one other
team in the OVC to score over 1,029 points Eastern. The Panther offense has scored 1,029
points in 14 game!> for an average of 73 5
points per game.
"We have to guard them because they do an
excellent job of running their offense."
Gottfried said. "We also can't let Kaye go
crazy and score 25 or 30 points, because that
might diminish our chances:·
Even with his team's offensive power.
Gottfried does not think the offense 1s the
strength of his team.
"Our defense is very good and our
rebounding is also very good." he said. ·•1
think those two things have helped' us out
more than anything else."
Murray leads the conference in rebounds
with 751 boards for an average of 44.2 per
See ROAD page 11

Polca named to national women's committee
By JOSH HARBECK
Sports editor
Eastern's Deb Polca has overseen women's athletics since her
appointment as senior women's
administrator last year.
Now she has a chance to oversee at least women's basketball
on a national level.
Over the Christmas break,
Polca was named to the NCAA
Division I Women's Basketball
Committee.
The committee is responsible
for everything from women's basketball promotions to overseeing
the annual NCAA tournament.

Members of the
NCAA Division I Women's
Basketball Committee
•jean Lend Ponseao, DePaul Untversity
Dana Craft. Southwen Texas Sate Univenlty
J. Elaine Hieber; Iowa State Untven1ty
Margie McDonald. Western Athleoc Conference
Bernideae McGrade. Adandc Coiln Conference
Kathy E. Noble. Big Sky Conference
Brenda McCoy, Mid-Eamm Athletic Conference
Su:r.aMe J. Tyler. University of Mame
Deborah Polca, Eastern lllinpls Univemty
"'Chairperson

"We look at the future of
women ·s basketball, promotions
and changes," Polca said.
That includes even a survey of
those who attend Division I
women's basketball games to get

an idea of who is coming to the
evems and to see where the sport
may be going, according to Polca.
Much of the work will come
with the tournament in March,
which is run a bit differently from
the men ·s tournament.
The men have predetermined
sites for all games, with eight
sites hosting first and secondround games.
The women's tournament's
first round is held at the school
with the higher seed. This means
32 sites will be utilized in the first
round. The committee is instrumental in all aspects of the tournament.

..We're involved in the selection of the 64 teams. the site of
the games and site management,''
Polca said. "We also look at
future sites."
· Polka's term lasts until August
of the year 2000, as openings on
the committee become available
on a rotating basis.
"There's a replacement every
year or two," Polca said. "Right
now I'm just trying to get caught
up."
Much of the committee work is
done over the phone or by fax or
e-mail, according to Polca, until
the planning for the tournament
See POLCA page 11

